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Tools we will 
be using

Share your perspective about the topic 
through:

How to get what 
you came for...

Participate in the polls/chats to share your 
perspective. Take notes, be curious, and ask 
questions. 



● Dan has over 10 years of experience in the work 
management software industry.

● He was the co-founder of Slope, a tool that supports 
creatives project management, that was ultimately 
acquired by Smartsheet.

● Dan now focuses on “Smartsheet for Marketing” 
specifically supporting the sales team in customer 
engagements and developing Smartsheet solutions 
that marketers and creatives will love.

Dan Bloom
Director of Strategic Solutions 
Smartsheet



● Has been bringing people together in the workplace 
for 20+ years

● Provides thought leadership on individual, team and 
organizational effectiveness, enabling you to create 
collaborative, human interactions with others

● Host of the 2x monthly webinar series at Lucid
● Lives and plays in the mountain valleys near Salt 

Lake City, Utah

Bryan Stallings
Chief Evangelist
Lucid



Purpose
Understand the value of 
unstructured creativity before 
executing on projects.

Outcomes
Today, you’ll learn:

● Why creativity and innovation are crucial 
in a hybrid work environment.

● What benefits you’ll gain from 
unstructured collaboration.

● How the Lucid and Smartsheet integration 
works to promote better team alignment 
from start to finish.

● What you can do to bring creativity back 
into cross-functional team workflows.



Agenda
● Opening
● Purpose and outcomes
● Why unstructured creativity is 

a business need
● Lucidspark/Smartsheet 

integration
● Your call to action
● Closing



Teams are missing creative collaboration in hybrid workplaces

Research report: How collaboration 
and creativity are suffering in the 
wake of COVID-19.

https://lucidspark.com/blog/report-c
ollaboration-and-creativity-during-co
vid



The right visuals can benefit every 
stage of a project, from the very 
beginnings of project ideation to 
task tracking.



Illustration by Jeff Patton, who credits it to another by Luke Barret. 





Unstructured collaboration in Lucidspark



Structured planning using Smartsheet



Share ideas as a team on the Lucidspark 
online whiteboard, then use Smartsheet 
to track your project deliverables.



A real use case combining Lucidspark and Smartsheet

 “I think it’s the coolest thing. I love it! I was so excited about it, and it totally translates that 
brainstorming space to our action plan of how we are going to achieve this and make this a 
workable plan.”

Jenni Chadick 
Process Analyst in Planning & Engineering, City of Tacoma

Asset management and objective planning 



Demo the integration in action

❏ Smartsheet for marketing

❏ Smartsheet for Agile teams



Get projects across the finish line
The Lucidspark/Smartsheet integration lets you:

● Collaborate efficiently in an 
unstructured space for better team 
alignment.

● Convert Lucidspark shapes into new 
Smartsheet rows (and vice versa). 

● Update fields in Lucidspark and 
Smartsheet with a bidirectional sync.



Next steps: 
● Introduce unstructured 

collaboration

● Amp up the creativity!

Give the Lucidspark / 
Smartsheet integration a try to 
elevate your creative 
collaboration.



July 22 | 10 a.m. MDT

Register for the next webinar with Sinéad Condon.

4 key steps to 
reboarding a hybrid 
team



SEPTEMBER 1, 2021
9 a.m. - 12 p.m. MDT
A VIRTUAL USER EVENT



Thank you!




